Abstract. Let k be a field of characteristic zero. Let X 0 be a degeneration of Fano varieties or rationally connected surfaces. We show that X 0 always contains a geometrically irreducible subvariety which is rationally connected.
Introduction
Let k denote a field of characteristic zero. A k-scheme X of finite type is called rationally chain connected if any two K-rational points of X can be connected by a chain of rational curves (defined over K) for an uncountable algebraically closed field K containing k. X is called rationally connected if any two K-rational points of X can be connected by an irreducible rational curve defined over K. Thus a rationally connected variety will always be geometrically irreducible. See [Kol96] for general background on rational connectedness and rational chain connectedness. The notions of rational connectedness and rational chain connectedness are known to coincide when X/k is smooth and proper. A result of Kollár-MiyaokaMori says that all smooth Fano varieties are rationally connected. Degeneration of a proper rationally chain connected vareity is known to be rationally chain connected. But degeneration of a proper rationally connected variety may not be rationally connected. For e.g. a cone over an elliptic curve is not rationally connected but it is a degeneration of smooth cubic surfaces which are rationally connected. This paper has been motivated by the following question raised in [Kol05] . Question 1.1 (Kollár) . Suppose we have a family of smooth proper rationally connected varieties over a field k which degenerates into a simple normal crossing (snc) variety X 0 . Does X 0 contain an irreducible component which is rationally connected (in particular geometrically irreducible)? Remark 1.2. The answer to above question is unknown even if k is algebraically closed. Over an algebraically closed field k one can ask the following more general question: Does a snc rationally chain connected variety X 0 /k always contain an irreducible component which is rationally connected? The answer to this question is indeed true if dim(X 0 ) ≤ 2 but is false in higher dimensions.
In [Kol05] , it has been proved that if X 0 is a degeneration of fano varieties, then X 0 contains a geometrically irreducible subvariety. A recent paper by Jason Starr, [St06] , shows that if the field k contains an algebraically closed field, then every degeneration of smooth proper rationally connected varieties contains a geometrically irreducible subvariety. As observed in [Kol05] , the existence of geometrically irreducible subvarieties can fail even for degenerations of elliptic curves and hence, if true, it would be a special property enjoyed by degenerations of rationally connected varieties.
The main results of this paper are the following. Proof. To show k is C 1 we have to show that every hypersurface
it is fano and hence rationally connected and has a k-point. If H d is not smooth it is expressed as a degeneration of smooth fano hypersurfaces and has a a rationally connected subvariety Z by (1.3). Then Z has a k-point since its resolution Z ′ is smooth proper and rationally connected and has a k-point by hypothesis. Remark 1.9. The converse of (1.4) is a well known problem. It is known that a smooth proper rationally connected variety X/k has a k-point if
(1) k is any C 1 field and dim(X) ≤ 2 (see for e.g. ([Kol96] ,IV.6.8)).
(2) k is a field of transcendence degree one over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero [GHS03] (in positive characteristic case one needs to assume X is seperably rationally connected [DS03] ). (3) k is a finite field. Although as a general principle smooth proper rationally connected varieties over C 1 fields are expected to have rational points, the question remains open even for specific C 1 fields like the maximal unramified extension of local fields.
In view of evidence (Thm(1.3),Thm(1.5) and [St06] ) suggesting positive answer to Question(1.1), if one expects smooth rationally connected varieties over C 1 fields to have rational points one should also expect degenerations of smooth rationally connected varieties over C 1 field to have rational points. In fact the following is already known
(1) Degeneration of smooth rationally connected variety over a finite field has a rational point ( [FR05] ). (2) Degeneration of seperably rationally connected variety over a field of transcendence degree one over an algebraically closed field has a rational point (although not stated as a theorem in ([GHMS05]), arguments given there can be used to prove this statement). (3) Degeneration of a smooth rationally connected surface over a C 1 field of characteristic zero has a rational point (Cor(1.7)).
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Proof of Theorem(1.3)
The proof of (1.3) relies on the following extension theorem proved in [HM06] . The statement given below is less general than the one in [HM06] .
Theorem 2.1 ([HM06],3.17). Let π : X → S be a projective morphism where X/k is a smooth variety of dimension n. Let F ⊂ X be a smooth divisor. Let B be effective Q-divisor on X such that (1) B + F has simple normal crossing support.
. Let H be a sufficiently π-ample divisor on X. Then for every sufficiently divisible positive integer m, the image of the morphism
contains the image of
In the above statement K X + B + F is π-Q-transverse to (X, ⌈B⌉ + F ) means (K X + B + F ) is π-generated at the generic point of every log canonical center of the pair (X, ⌈B⌉ + F ). In the situation of our interest, condition (4) above will be checked as follows: There will be an effective Q-divisor A such that
(ii) A and B + F have no common components and A + B + F has simple normal crossing support. Since ⌈B⌉ + F is a simple normal crossing divisor where each irreducible component occurs with coefficient one, the log canonical centers of (X, ⌈B⌉ + F ) are exactly all possible intersections of the components of ⌈B⌉ + F . But since A + B + F is simple normal crossing and A and B + F have no common components, O X (A) is generated by its global sections at the generic point of every log canonical center of (X, ⌈B⌉ + F ).
Proof of (1.3) . By shrinking C we may assume that C is affine and X π → C is smooth outside 0. Since the generic fibre of π is a fano variety, −K X is π-ample outside C − {0}. After successively blowing up X with suitable centers contained in X 0 we may assume (1) X is smooth.
(2) X 0 is simple normal crossing divisor in X. Notice that since A + B + F has simple normal crossing support since it is contained in supp(X 0 ). In [Kol05] it was proved that F is geometrically irreducible. Let f : F Z be any rational map. To prove F is rationally connected it is enough to prove that Z is either a point or uniruled. We now make the following two claims.
Claim(1): Let p : F ′ → F be a proper birational morphism such that the induced rational map f ′ : F ′ → Z is a morphism. Then f ′ * (K F + B |F ) has kodaira dimension at least zero on the general fibre of f ′ . Claim(2): κ(K F + B |F ) = 0. Notice that (F, B |F ) is klt since B is snc with no common components with F and such that ⌊B⌋ = 0. Also the support of B contains the support of an ample divisor D. Hence once we prove the above two claims it will follow from ([HM05],4.1) that Z is a point or uniruled, thus proving rational connectedness of F . To prove Claim(2) we use (2.1). Let H be a sufficiently π-ample divisor. To prove κ(K F + B |F ) = 0, it is enough to show that for m large and divisible,
is bounded independent of m. By (2.1) it is enough to bound the rank of the torsion free sheaf π * (O X (m(K X +B+F )+(n+2)H)). But K X +B+F ∼ π A and hence we have to bound the rank of π * (O X (mA + (n + 2)H)). But since supp(A) ⊂ supp(X 0 ), this sheaf is isomorphic to π * (O X ((n+2)H)) on C −{0} and hence it has constant rank. Proof. (i) It is enough to assume that φ is either a contraction of an extremal ray or a flip. In both cases (i) is obvious.
Degeneration of Rationally Connected Surfaces
(ii)
Step
By Inversion of adjunction, to prove ∆ ′ 1 is klt it is enough to prove (X ′ , ∆ ′ 1 ) is plt. For I ⊂ {1, ..., n} let ∆ I = i∈I ∆ i . Since X is smooth and ∆ ⊂ X is simple normal crossing, (X, ∆) is log canonical and the only log canonical centers of (X, ∆) are ∆ I . Thus (X ′ , ∆ ′ ) is also log canonical.
Step(2) Let E be an exceptional divisors of X ′ with a(E, X ′ , ∆ ′ ) = −1. We need to show a(E, X ′ , ∆ ′ 1 ) > −1. We claim that center X E = ∆ I for some I. This is because during each step of the minimal model program, discrepancy never decreases, hence a(E, X, ∆) = −1. But as remarked earlier the only log canonical centers of (X, ∆) are ∆ I . Hence center X E = ∆ I for some I.
Step(3) We claim that for every i ∈ I, φ * ∆ i = 0, i.e., none of the components of ∆ which contain the generic point of center X E can be contracted to a lower dimension subvariety by φ. This is a consequence of ([KM98],3.38) since if φ is not an isomorphism at the generic point of center X E then
which is a contradictory to our assumption. Since we have assumed E is an exceptional divisor of X ′ , this also shows that center X E is not a divisor. Thus I contains at least two elements. Without loss of generality we assume 2 ∈ I.
Step(4) Now we have a(E, X
Proof of (1.5). Let {∆ i } be the set of irreducible components of X 0 . Let ∆ = i ∆ i . We now run the relative minimal model program for the pair (X, ∆) over C. and arrive at one of the following two situations Case(1)
where π ′ has relative picard number one. (ii) Generic fibre of π ′ is a smooth rationally connected surface.
(iii) Generic fibre of h and f is a smooth rational curve. Proof of (1.5) in Case(2): Since the generic fibre of S is a smooth rational curve, the fibre f −1 (0) ⊂ S contains a geometrically irreducible subvariety Z. Let p be the generic point of Z. Also since the generic fibre of the morphism h is also a smooth rational curve the fibre h −1 (p) contains a geometrically irreducible subvariety, say W . Let ∆ is normal, it is also geometrically irreducible. We claim that ∆ ′ 1 is also rationally connected. For this we need the following lemma. Proof. Suppose there is an irreducible divisor E which is contracted to a point. Let H ⊂ X ′ be a relatively ample divisor. Let C = E · H. The C is a curve in H which is contracted to a point in S. Thus the self intersection of C in the surface H is negative. Hence E 2 · H < 0. Let D be the fibre over a general point of S. Since E and D do not intersect E · D = 0. Hence the curves C · H and D cannot be numerically proportional. But this contradicts the fact that the relative picard number of h is one. Hence all fibres of h must be of dimension 1.
Thus h(∆ 
